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ABSTRACT
Al-Agele, Saif M.S.M.E. Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright
State University, 2017. Electrical Power and Storage for NASA Next Generation
Aircraft.

Next generation aircraft will incorporate more electrical power generation and storage for
both a distributed electric propulsion system and onboard subsystems. The power
generation in this type of aircraft will require orders of magnitude higher than today’s
commercial aircrafts, thus producing many challenges. For this reason, a unique, highpowered electric propulsion system primarily powered by a turbo-generator system with
electrical storage is being considered. A Simulink/Matlab model has bee created for the
electrical power system of the next generation blended wing commercial aircraft
proposed by NASA. The components of the electrical system include turbo-generators,
generators, battery banks, and electrical distribution systems. This thesis presents the
development of the power generation, storage, and transmission of the electrical power
required for typical commercial missions. All of the component models are integrated
into an aircraft model and used to simulate typical flight profiles. The scalability of the
model is demonstrated by developing the required distributed power system for a 50passenger regional transport aircraft. The benefits of an all-electric aircraft are
tremendous, but there are significant challenges in regard to the power generation and
distribution requirements.
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NOMENCLATURE
AWG

= American wire gauge

a

= Speed of sound

B

= Viscous friction

BEP

= Best efficiency point

BSCCO

= Bismuth strontium calcium copper oxide

CAEP

= Committee on aviation environmental protection

CFF

= Cross-flow fan inlet

CO2

= Carbon dioxide

Cp

= Specific heat at constant pressure (kJ/kg-k)

Eg

= Total generated voltage

Ein

= Overall voltage into the battery

Eout

= Overall voltage out of the battery

EVs

= Electric vehicles

FAA

= Federal aviation administration

FAP

= Fundamental aeronautics program

h

= Enthalpy

HEAs

= Hybrid-electric aircrafts

HPC

= High-pressure compressor

HPT

= High-pressure turbine

HR

= Heat rate (kJ/kw h)

HTS

= High-temperature superconductivity

HWB

= Hybrid wing body

I

= Current of the cell (A)

Ia

= Armature current

Kg

= Voltage constant

KLoad

= Load torque

x

L/D

= Lift-to-drag ratio

LIB

= Lithium-ion battery

LPC

= Low-pressure compressor

LPT

= Low-pressure turbine

LTO

= Landing and takeoff

M

= Mach number

ṁ

= Mass flow rate (kg/s)

ṁf

= Fuel mass flow rate (kg/s)

MITI

= Ministry of international trade and industry

ṁt

= Total mass flow rate (kg/s)

NBTI

= Negative-bias temperature instability

Nd

= Normalized design speed

NiCd

= Nickel-cadmium battery

Nnorm

= Normalized speed

NOx

= Nitrogen oxides

OCV

= Open current voltage of the battery

ɷr

= Speed of the generator

P1

= Inlet pressure

P3

= Pressure inlet turbine

P4

= Pressure outlet turbine

Po

= Total pressure

Pout

= Power out of the battery

Prd

= Normalized design pressure

Prnorm

= Normalized pressure ratio

Pstd

= Pressure stander point

Ra

= Armature resistance

Rin

= Resistance battery (ohm)

RL

= Load resistance

SAFT

= Société des accumulateurs fixes et de traction

SOC

= State charge of one cell

T

= Static temperature

T1

= Compressor inlet temperature (k)
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T2

= Burner total inlet temperature (k)

T3

= Burner total exit temperature (k)

T4

= Turbine total outlet temperature (k)

TBCCO

= Thallium barium calcium copper oxide

TeDP

= Turbo-electric distributed propulsion

TG

= turbo-generator

Tind

= Temperature design inlet

TLoad

= Load torque

To

= Total temperature

TShaft

= Shaft torque

Tstd

= Temperature stander point

V

= Velocity

Vloss

= Voltage loss of the battery

Vout

= Voltage outlet the battery

Vt

= Terminal voltage

γ

= Ratio of specific heat

ΔH

= Fuel heating value (kJ/kg)

ρ

= Static density

ρo

= Total density

𝐽

= Moment of inertia

𝐿a

= Armature inductance

𝜑

= Stator/field flux
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I. INTRODUCTION
Today, one of the significant areas of focus for the aircraft community is impact on the
environment. For several decades now, aeronautical engineers have been striving for an efficient
aircraft with minimal environmental impact, and they have worked on reducing fuel burn,
emissions, and aircraft noise. When analyzing an aircraft, the propulsion system is the primary
area of focus. With this in mind, a NASA Fundamental Aeronautics Program (FAP) has
formulated unique goals for the creation of the next generation of aircraft. These conceptual
aircraft consume 60% less fuel compared to current aircraft and have a 52-dB cumulative noise
reduction as compared to Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Stage 4 noise limits. Also,
NASA has created a high lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) of around 22, and an 80% reduction in the
emission of nitrogen oxides (NOx) below the ICAO Committee on Aviation Environmental
Protection (CAEP)/6 levels during landing and takeoff (LTO) phases 1. This type of aircraft is
called “the N3-X”. The primary goal of this aircraft is reducing the fuel burn, emission, and
noise. A unique propulsion system is considered in this thesis.
The turbo-electric distributed propulsion (TeDP) system consists of two turbo-generators
at the tips of the wings. The turbo-generators electrically drive 14 fans distributed along the
upper fuselage of the aircraft, which help to achieve a high bypass ratio and low fan noise. This
power is transported by using high-power transmission lines with a High-Temperature
Superconductivity (HTS). Electrical power produced by the turbo-generators provides electricity
for the electric motors to drive the fans. This conceptualizes less fuel and produces
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less noise because the core jet exhaust velocity is low. However, electrical parts like motors,
generators, and transmission lines should be carefully designed to be lightweight and efficient.
This unique system also gives the opportunity to eliminate single engine limitations, produce
asymmetric thrust, and reduce or remove vertical surfaces that are intended to provide directional
stability and control 1. Finally, the design helps to reduce weight for many parts of the airframe
because the air from the 14 fans will be cold (see Figure 1). Unique and dense materials are
needed for some parts of a traditional jet engine to prevent the engine from being damaged by
the harsh conditions, but the cool air from the fans in this model will eliminate this need.

Figure 1. Turbo-electric propulsion diagram2,3

In addition, this system contains an electrical storage in the form of a battery, so the
electrical power generated from the engine charges the battery in addition to providing the power
for the 14 fans. The battery enables the fans to increase the amount of power required during
takeoff and landing. The type of battery used on most aircraft today is either lead-acid or nickelcadmium batteries (Ni-Cd). To correctly size the battery array, characteristics of the battery such
as power, voltage, current, and charge/discharge time are needed. Other considerations in the
battery design are cycle life, size, and weight. Lithium-ion battery technology is the current state
of the art battery technology for power and energy density and cycle life. The lithium-ion battery
has been selected as a lightweight option compared to other types of cells. For example, Ni-Cd
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batteries provide high energy and power per unit of battery mass, have a high efficiency, and
produce no memory effects. Memory effect in Ni-Cd batteries decrease the energy capacity when
a cell has not charged fully. The battery remembers this small size, and after that, can no longer
charge completely. Lithium-ion cells do not have this memory effect; therefore, the battery can
always reload, even when its stored energy has not been used. Lithium-ion batteries also have
long cycle life 4. The Lithium-ion battery cell includes four primary elements, as shown in Table
1. However, the problems that these batteries still face are safety, maximum charge, discharge,
and cooling.
Table 1 Li-ion Battery Components, Function, and Materials by Center on Globalization,
Governance & Competitiveness

The second goal for NASA is to achieve a high lift aircraft with less drag, which requires
the best airframe to divide 14 fans along the body to get the best performance out of the TeDP
system. For this, a hybrid wing body (HWB) airframe was derived by Boeing (see Figure 2). The
two turbo-generators engines at the tip of the wings drive 14 fans that are distributed on the
upper fuselage of the aircraft. This power is transmitted by high temperature superconductors
(HTS). This aircraft has been designed to surpass the Boeing 777-200—it has a 7500-nm mission
3

range, a cruise speed of this type is a 0.84 Mach at 35,000 ft. altitude, the ability to carry 300
passengers, and a 118,000-lb payload capacity5.

Figure 2. N3-X HWB aircraft with a TeDP 1.

A Simulink MATLAB model of a power system for the N3-X was developed, including
turbo-generators, lithium-ion battery, and electrical distribution. A model was also developed in
Simulink MATLAB for a power system that can provide sufficient power with a low specific
fuel consumption. The result of this model will be compared with previous works.
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II. BACKGROUND
Humankind has dreamt of flying in the sky since the earliest days and has been trying to
build primitive flying machines for centuries. The celebrated Italian inventor, Leonardo da Vinci,
is credited with having designed the earliest forbear of the airplane. He based his design on the
flight of birds, and it included drawings of the parachute and the propeller. The year 1783, is
considered to be a milestone in the history of aviation because of the invention of hot air
balloons. The most significant advances came at the end of the 19th century, however, when the
use of windsurfers became well developed and more popular. In 1848, John String Fellow ran
the first powered flight by using a steam-powered machine. Then, Lawrence Hargrave tried to
develop the rotary-engine by introducing the use of compressed air. Samuel Pierpont Langley
was another stalwart of this aviation race, creating many unpiloted and piloted models. His
aerodrome is considered the first machine capable of flight. After that, it was a long time until
the Wright brothers made their first flight on December 17, 1903. They are credited to have
made the first reputable instance of sustained flight by a vehicle that is heavier than air. They
called their vehicle the Wright Flyer. Their vehicle achieved a flight duration of 12 seconds and
traveled 120 feet. It took the Wright brothers 5 years to design this flying machine.
Unfortunately, their experiments resulted in the first instance of a passenger death in an airplane.
Despite this setback, flying became ubiquitous. Its use increased exponentially because of the
part it could play as a military tool. Soon after came the warplanes created in the form of
destructive aerial bombers, which featured 2–4 engines. Many important innovations in the field
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of aviation took place in the period between the world wars; planes were constructed out of
aluminum instead of wood, and they became much more powerful. Airmail also became a
reality, and so did transcontinental flights. Flight records were constantly broken, and the firstround trip occurred in 1924. During that time, engineers had developed jet and rocket propulsion
systems as well as radar technology. The importance of aircraft in warfare increased with the
advantage of having a nuclear weapon. In 1945, Boeing developed a technology that helped
create pressurized cabins. More aerodynamics models were designed, and a turbo-jet capable of
reaching supersonic speeds was created. In 1947, transonic flight became a reality with the
creation of airplanes that could break the sound barrier. In 1950, a new model of aircraft, the B52 was designed by Boeing, featuring 8 turbo-jet engines that allowed it to travel worldwide and
carry a load of half-million pounds. The Learjet, a small jet aircraft type, became popular by
1963. Moreover, after 6 years, Boeing revolutionized airplane history when they developed the
Boeing-747, and it became the most successful type of aircraft used by commercial airliners in
that period6 as well as the foundation for making other successful models. Between 1970 and
1990, another model was made and designed by using different metals, components, and a
different engine6, making it more efficient and safe. Air travel soon became the best way to
travel, and is now the safest mode of transportation in the world. That said, invention in the field
of aircraft is slow and careful as creators are responsible for the lives of people in the sky. Still,
there is a need for an invention in the field of aircrafts to reduce negative environmental impact.
For this reason, aeronautical engineers continue to work on new technology to prevent such
damage. By 2025, engineers plan to introduce the new generation of aircraft, the N3-X, and they
are working on different models that are designed to be safer and more efficient. This type of
aircraft depends on the turbo-electric propulsion system. According to Hyun Dae Kim, there are
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many types of distributed propulsion7. Jet flaps is a concept in which a high-velocity thin aircraft
sheet hails from a tangential slot at the wing trailing edge, providing span-wise thrust for a cruise
trip, and super flow for high lift up around the complete wing section during take-off and getting
cross-flow fan inlet (CFF), or transverse fan inlet. A two-dimensional span-wise propulsor is
included within the wing framework to send out the thrust over the wingspan 7. Propulsors like
propellers, turbojets, or turbofans are mounted on the wing in the front, at the back, or within the
thick section. Distributed multi-fans that are driven by few engine cores contain gas-driven
multi-fans, gear-driven multi-fans, and electricity-driven multi-fans. For the N3-X concept,
there are 14 electrically driven fans distributed on the fuselage provided power by two turbogenerators on the tips of the wings. This power is distributed by the high-efficiency transmission
line and is transmitted electrically from the turbo-generators. The total vehicle idle thrust was
assumed to be 3.5% of the maximum thrust, which is similar to that of the GE90-115B, or Trent
800 engine on Boeing 777-200LR 295. The power transmitted from the generator to the fan
motors, and charging batteries is massive, so the HTS is used to reduce losses in transmission
lines. There are several challenges about using the HTS, such as the size and weight of the
thermal management system. However, the superconducting transmission lines have not been
studied in detail for this application. Many studies and demonstration projects of ground
transmission lines for utility grids are underway3.
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Figure 3. Turbo-electric propulsion system requires cryogenic and superconducting
components for light-weight & high efficiency 8
Hirose, Yamada, Masuda, Sato, and Hata 9 made a comparison between the conventional
cables and HTS cables (see Table 2). However, standard cables that can transfer AC and DC
used in the airplane industry now need to be modified to reduce loss of efficiency and
environmental issues.
Table 2 shows comparison high temperature superconductivity (HTS) with the
conventional cables. As shown in Table 2, the HTS technology reduces the losses of voltage,
weight, and size. Lithium-ion battery technology is chosen for electrical storage to assist the
turbo-electric engine during the flight. This technique is more suitable than the existing
technology for the electric plane as a high energy output and a high power per unit of battery
mass than another type of battery. Also, it allows for it to be lightweight and smaller than other
types of cells4.

8

Table 2 Comparison HTS Cable with Conventional Cable9.

Table 3 shows performance of different cells types of battery (i.e., power density, energy
density, cycle life, and battery characteristics). As shown in Table 3, the Lithium-ion battery is
more efficient in storage per unit mass and volume than other types of battery.

9

Table 3 Performance of Different Cell Types 4

Figure 4 presents all significant types of batteries used on aircraft and the differences
between them for power and energy. It also illustrates the high performance of Lithium-ion
compared to other leading battery technologies.

Figure 4. Power and energy battery type by CGGC 4.
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The most accurate work on superconducting generators was done in the U.S. from 1964
to 1966, during which an alternator was developed efficiently 10, exercising a fixed
superconducting field loop and a rotating of the standard armature with slide ring connections.
The primary pivoting superconductor field loop was useful in 1971 11. In 1994, the U.S. Branch
of Energy Funded General Electric (GE) to plan a 100 MVA HTS synchronous generator and
construct a scale of HTS circuit curl utilizing Bismuth Strontium Calcium Copper Oxide
(BSCCO) or Thallium Barium Calcium Copper Oxide (TBCCO). The BSCCO loop
accomplished fields sufficiently high for use in a generator with BSCCO provided by
Intermagnetics General Corp12. Engineers are looking for a fully superconducting generator for
the generator model of the turbo-generator engine. In other words, both the rotor and stator
conductors have to be superconducting. In addition, the efficiency of the generator is currently
around 0.999; however, the design only allows superconductors in the rotor windings, and the
stator is made of copper 3. This means that this technology is not yet available, which is why the
standard mechanical generator is used in this model.

11

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING
The objective of this work is to develop a transient model for the power system
(including TG, battery, and power distribution), estimate mass and volume of the system, and
simulate the transient behavior of the power system. A mathematical model of advanced air
vehicles is a valuable tool for the development and integration of new technologies. This section
describes in detail the development of the mathematical modeling approach.
Assumptions
This vehicle is a turbo-electric aircraft, meaning it will use a turbo-generator to produce
electrical power for electric motors that are driving 14 fans to produce thrust. Lithium-ion
batteries are used for energy-storage, supporting the turbo-generators. The battery bank will
provide the power to the motors during peak power demands, and transients during the flight
mission. The Boeing 777-200 is used as a reference. This type of aircraft utilizes a GE90-115b as
the main engine to produce the thrust, so it has been chosen as the base engine for a turbogenerator. It has four stages of LPC and nine stages of HPC, a combustor, two stages of HPT,
one stage of LPT, and five stages of power turbine (PT). The fan is expelled in this model. This
work is based on three flight profiles, the first of which is baseline, a flight mission from John F.
Kennedy International Airport to Istanbul Ataturk Airport lasting ten hours and sixteen minutes.
The baseline flight provides insight into parameters such as power generated, mass of fuel
remaining in tanks, temperatures, pressures, and battery bank performance. The next flight
profile is maneuver, in which it is assumed the aircraft faced some problem that resulted in a
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change to the flight profile (i.e., flight from 33,000 feet to 15,000 feet). The third flight profile is
a regional aircraft, assumed to be a small aircraft instead of large aircraft.
Propulsion System
The process of the TeDP system is represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The turbo-electric distributed propulsion system
Figure 6 describes the control system of the model. The controller manipulates the fuel
flow to generate power from the turbo-generator to reach the power demand during the flight
mission. The objective of this work is to model the transient behavior of the two-wingtips
mounted turbo-generators, the electric storage, and the distribution system.
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Figure 6. Control system description

Next, GE90-115 jet engine from the General Electric Company (GE) was chosen as a
reference engine because the component of its turbo-generator engine is very much like the
turbo-fan engine. The changes being made between the turbo-fan and the turbo-generator are the
replacement of a diffuser with an inlet, the replacement of the nozzle with an exhaust, and the
addition of more stages in the turbine responsible for power generation (PT)13.
As shown in the Figures 7 and 8, the turbo-fan has a fan and a duct, but the turbogenerator has an inlet instead. This means the LPT becomes a free power turbine, and the spool
is connected to the generator5. There are some differences between the GE90-115 and the turbogenerator engine.

Figure 7. Component of the turbo-fan engine13.
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Figure 8. Component of the turbo-generator engine 13.

Table 4 represents a comparison between reference engine (GE90-115b) with the turbogenerator model, showing the difference between them.
Table 4 Comparison Data Between GE90-115b with New Model of Turbo-Generator 14,15
Engine Parts

GE90-115b

Turbo-Generator

Fan/Compressor Stages

1/4/9

0/4/9

LPT / HPT

6/2

1/2

Power turbine

/

5

Max. Diameter (Inches)

135

49

Length (Inches)

287

214

Max. Power at Sea Level

514 KN

45 MW

Overall Pressure Ratio at Max Power

42

59

Next, a simple model of the turbo-generator is assumed and used to develop the equations
for each section . Figure 9 is a simplified design of the turbo-generator model that is developed
in Matlab/Simulink. The figure presents the different states in the turbo-generator, which
correspond to the model equations. State 1, the air intake, represented as a signal to the
environment air properties, is data for profile mission of the aircraft (i.e., altitude and Mach
15

number). Therefore, a model should be created using these signals to calculate different
parameters (i.e., temperature, pressure, density, speed, specific heat at constant pressure, and
ratio of specific heat). State 2, the compressor exit, is built as a single stage representing the
pressure ratio of all the compressor stages in the TG. This simplification makes it possible to
resize the model for various pressure ratios. As shown in Table 4, the compressor model of the
turbo-generator has the same design as the reference engine with an overall pressure ratio of 59.
State 3, the combustor, is assumed to have complete combustion. State 4, the turbine exit, is
designed as one stage like the compressor, and the power that is generated in the turbine is used
to calculate the torque on the shaft. This torque is used to drive the compressor and the generator.
The generator is used to convert the mechanical power to electrical power. Additionally, there is
a battery bank for electrical storage to provide or utilize electrical power during transient and
peak power operation. It is created as one battery pack based on a basic module allowing flexible
sizing of the battery component.

Figure 9. Simple diagram of the turbo-generator model
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Inlet
The environment air properties model is created with two inputs from the flight mission,
the altitude, and the Mach number. Figure 10 shows the Simulink model and equations that are
included in calculating the parameters. These parameters are used in the first state of the model.

Figure 10. Environment air properties SIMULINK Model
Basic equation for air properties are below for inlet temperature, pressure and density13;
𝑇0
𝛾−1 2
= 1+
𝑀
𝑇1
2

(1)

𝑃0
𝛾−1 2 𝛾
= (1 +
𝑀 )𝛾−1
𝑃1
2

(2)

𝜌0
𝛾−1 2 1
= (1 +
𝑀 )𝛾−1
𝜌1
2

(3)

Where equations calculate the speed of sound(a), and the specific heat below
𝑎 = √𝛾 𝑅 𝑇

(4)

𝛾𝑅
𝛾−1

(5)

𝐶𝑝 =

𝐶𝑝 = 0.2269807𝑒 0.000097247 T

(6)

The following calculates the specific heat ratio and velocity,
𝛾=

𝐶𝑝
𝐶𝑝 − 𝑅
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(7)

𝑉 =𝑀∗𝑎

(8)

Compressor (State1, 2)
The compressor model includes a performance map to determine the corrected mass flow
rate for a given normalized design speed and normalized pressure. This map is given as a 2D
lookup table that includes a predetermined matrix for the specific compressor. By using
normalized parameters, the compressor model may be easily resized for various mass flows and
pressure ratios.
Figure 11 shows, the typical compressor performance map with efficiency. Steady flow is
assumed through the compressor. Multiple stages are modeled as a single compressor, capturing
the overall performance of the multistage compressor. Therefore, it is expandable to simulate a
variety of stages.

Figure 11. Typical compressor map13
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In each compressor model, the total and static temperature, pressure, mass flow, and
work are calculated 13.
𝑃𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚. =

𝑃2 1
∗
𝑃1 𝑃𝑟𝑑

(9)

(𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑑 )
𝑁
𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚. = (
)∗(
)
𝑁𝑑
√𝑇1

(10)

ṁ𝑑 √𝑇1
𝑃1
ṁ1 = ṁ𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 . (
)√
𝑃1
𝑇1

(11)

Equations 9 and 10 are used to calculate the normalized pressure and design shaft speed that is
used in the compressor map. The compressor map interpolates within the predetermined matrix
to find a normalized mass flow rate (ṁ𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 ) that is used to find the actual mass flow rate in
Equation 11.
𝛾−1
𝛾

1 𝑃2
𝑇2 = 𝑇1 (1 + (( )
𝜂 𝑃1

(12)
− 1))

Equations 12 is used to find the outlet temperature from the compressor. The inlet temperature is
found in State 1 with pressure. An efficiency of the compressor is found by using the compressor
performance map with normalized pressure and speed in Equations 9 and 10. Therefore, all these
parameters are used to calculate T2.
Ẇ1,2 = ṁ1 (ℎ1 − ℎ2 )

(13)

Equation 13 is used to find the work from State 1 to 2. T1 and T2 are used to find the enthalpy
.
change across the compressor. The enthalpy change and 𝑚𝑎𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙
are used to calculate the work

for the compressor.
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Figure 12 shows the actual compressor map: the red line represents the surge line, and
any point above the red line indicates compressor surge. The blue line represents the operating
line.

Figure 12. Compressor map
Combustor (State2,3)
In the combustor section, there are two types of flow which enter the combustor. The first
flow is the air flow from the State 2; it is assumed to contain nitrogen and oxygen. The second
flow is the fuel flow that includes the JP-8 equivalent. The molar enthalpies of each element and
the molar flow rate are found in the enthalpy of each flow. The combustion process is designed
as a chemical reaction between two compounds, Jet-A fuel and oxygen. Equation 14 is used to
get the output results of each kmol of fuel (Jet-A) entering in the combustor. The reaction is
assumed to go to 100% completion with al carbon and hydrogen converted to carbon dioxide and
water vapor. To calculate the outlet temperature of the combustor, T3, in Equation 15, the
conservation of energy is used for the reaction. 𝑄𝑛𝑒𝑡 presents combustor energy change, C
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presents the combustor outlet molar concentration, and V is volume of the combustor. There is
no drop-in pressure through a combustor because of the combustor is isobaric.
𝐶10.3 𝐻20.5 + 15.425𝑂2 → 10.3𝐶𝑂2 + 10.25𝐻2 𝑂
𝑇3 = ∫

𝑄𝑛𝑒𝑡
𝑑𝑡
𝐶𝑝 ∗ 𝑉 ∗ 𝐶

𝑄𝑛𝑒𝑡 = ℎ𝐴𝑖𝑟 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 + ℎ𝐹𝑢𝑒𝑙 𝐼𝑛𝑙𝑒𝑡 − ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑡 − 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

(14)
(15)

(16)

Turbine (State3,4)
In the turbine exit state, the primary work of the turbine is based in Newton’s law of
momentum. It receives the exit mixture from the combustor, then the turbine generates power
and applies torque to the shaft, which drives the compressor and the generator. The model
includes a performance map which is designed to determine the corrected mass flow rate for a
given shaft speed, and normalize pressure ratio.
𝑃4 1
𝑃𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚. = ( ∗
)
𝑃3 𝑃𝑟𝑑

(17)

(𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑 )
𝑁)
𝑁𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 = (
)∗(
) ∗ 100
𝑁𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛
√𝑇3

(18)

ṁ2 = ṁ𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

𝑃3
𝑇𝑠𝑡𝑑.
(
)√
𝑃𝑠𝑡𝑑.
𝑇3.

(19)

Equations 17 and 18 represent the pressure ratio and shaft speed. They are used to
determine the ṁ𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 from the turbine performance map; therefore, it is used in Equation 19 to
find the ṁ2 . The Pstd. and Tstd represent the standard pressure and temperature of the engine.
𝑃4
𝑇4 = 𝑇3 (1 + 𝜂 (( )
𝑃3
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𝛾−1
𝛾

(20)
− 1))

Equation 20 is used to calculate the outlet temperature from the turbine stage. The
efficiency of State 3 to 4 is found by using the performance map with Prnorm and Nnorm. in
Equations 17 and 18. Therefore, all these parameters are used to calculate the T4.
Ẇ3,4 = ṁ2 (ℎ3 − ℎ4 )

(21)

Equation 21 is used to calculate the work on State 3 to 4. It is used with T3 and T4 to find
the enthalpy change at this state, and afterwards, they are combined with 𝑚2. to calculate the work
for the turbine sections.
Generator
Generators transform mechanized energy into electricity, deliver coordinated currents on
an airplane, produce electrical power for the airplane's power loads, and recharge the airplane's
battery. The voltage of the generator is designed to work with a range of voltage, roughly ± 270
volts2, and the airplane electrical system is made to work at this voltage. The following
equations are based on the conservation of energy to create a model of generator16.
𝐸𝑔 = 𝐾𝑔 ∗ 𝜔𝑟 ∗ 𝜑

(22)

Equation 22 is the total generated voltage. It presents Kg voltage constant, 𝜔𝑟 generator
speed, and 𝜑 stator/field flux.
𝑉𝑡 = 𝐸𝑔 − 𝐿𝑎

𝑑𝐼𝑎
− 𝑅𝑎 ∗ 𝐼𝑎
𝑑𝑡

(23)

Equation 23 is terminal voltage, which is represented by Equation 22 with La armature
inductance, Ia armature current, and Ra armature resistance.
𝑉𝑡 = 𝑅𝑙 ∗ 𝐼𝑎

(24)

Equation 24 is based on Ohm’s law the terminal voltage, and is load resistance multiplied
by the current armature. These equations are used to find Equation 25.
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𝑑𝐼𝑎
𝑑𝑡

=

−𝐾𝑔 ∗φ∗𝜔𝑟
𝐿𝑎

−

(𝑅𝑎 +𝑅𝑙 )
𝐿𝑎

∗ 𝐼𝑎

(25)

Equation 26, work generator, is found using 𝑘Load. which is Load torque, 𝜑 Stator/field
flux and Ia armature current.
𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑔 = 𝑘𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝜑 ∗ 𝐼𝑎

(26)

Shaft
The shaft connects the turbine to the compressor and the generator. The power from the
turbine is transferred by the shaft to drive the compressor and the generator.
𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 2
𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑3,4 + 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑1,2 + 𝐿𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑔 + (
) (𝐹𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠)
𝑅𝑃𝑀𝑑𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑒
30
𝑅𝑃𝑀 =
=∫
𝑑𝑡
𝜋
𝐽𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝜔𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡

(27)

Equation 27 represents the shaft speed; the speed is dynamic. Load3,4 represents the load
from the work term of the turbine, which is a positive signal, Load1,2 represents the load from the
work term of the compressor, which is a negative signal, and Loadg represents the load of
electrical generator. RPMdesigned. is the design speed of the shaft, and J is the moment of inertia.
Fuel system
As in the experience of conventional planes, the fuel tank in the wing is part of many
sections and is used to keep fuel away from the base of the wings. Kerosene Jet-A is chosen as
the fuel type in this model, as in most types of commercial aircraft17. Figure 13 shows fuel tank
locations.
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Figure 13. Fuel tanks location5
The tanks are distributed between wings and front space in the fuselage. The total mass fuel in
tanks is around 60,000 kg5.
𝑑𝑚𝑓
= 𝑚̇𝑓 − 𝑚̇𝑓
𝑖𝑛
𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑑𝑡

(28)

Equation 28 is based on conservation of mass to create a model of the tank. It provides
the total mass of fuel residual in fuel tanks. A controller calculates the flow mass flow rate
delivered to the turbo-generators, and manipulates the 𝑚̇𝑓

𝑜𝑢𝑡

until the power generation from

the model is equal to the power demand.
Battery
A battery changes chemical energy into electric powered energy. Arrays of battery cells
combined in the pack. The power generated, voltage output, and current of the cell determine
how many cells are included in a battery pack and exactly how they are arranged (e.g., the
series/parallel arrangement). Battery cellular material is designed using different chemistries in
several sizes, designs, energy, voltages, and discharge or charge time. The specific cell chosen
for use in a battery not only depends on the above characteristics, but also on life, weight and
volume restrictions, and operational conditions. The full battery contains the cells or modules,
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battery pack management system, thermal management interface, and power takeoff. Table 5
represents the Li-Ion cell dimensions.

Table 5
Li-Ion Cell Dimensions18,19
Height (mm)

151

Diameter (mm)

41

Mass (g)

380

Capacity (A·h)

10

Figure 14 represents a conceptual design for module high-power battery used for the base
module for the battery pack.

Figure 14. SAFT Conceptual design for 6-Ah module high-power battery18.
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Based on conservation of energy, equations are used to calculate the state of charge
(SOC) of the battery bank and power out of battery bank. Equation 29 represents the power net
of the battery, which is calculated by using the difference between the power demand and power
generated.
𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 = 𝑃𝐷 _ 𝑃𝐺

(29)

𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑂𝐶𝑉 − 𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠

(30)

𝑉𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = 𝐼 ∗ 𝑅𝑖𝑛

(31)

1
𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦

(32)

𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠(𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙)
∗ 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝐼 ∗ 𝑂𝐶𝑉

(33)

𝑆𝑂𝐶 = (∫ 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 ) ∗

𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑦 𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

Equation 30 presents the output voltage that could be calculated using the open current
voltage with voltage loss. The voltage loss presented by Equation 31 is based on Ohm’s law. The
OCV is presented as a lookup table based on the SOC of the battery. The SOC is calculated by
using Equation 32. Equation 33 uses to calculate the battery capacity or mass.
Transmission Cable (Wiring)
The excellent performance of an aircraft depends on a highly significant level of stability
in the systems. For many years, the regular cable in a small airplane has been MIL-W-5086A,
which uses a tin-coated copper director rated at 600 v and temperatures of 105°C20. This primary
line is then plated with various insulating coatings. Industrial and military airplanes use wires
that are made under MIL-W-22759 specification, which complies with current armed service and
FAA requirements20. The cables are created in sizes according to a standard referred to as
American wire gauge (AWG). According to the AWG, the most significant size is 0000, and the
smallest is 40. A few factors should be regarded in choosing the size of wire for electric power
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feeder. The wire size should be sufficient to stop an increased voltage drop while holding the
required current over the airplane, and the type should be large enough to prevent overheating
from the cable. In other words, choosing the type of wire has an effect on the loss of power and
overall mass (See Figure 15).

Figure 15. Cross-section of transmission cable20
Table 6 shows some types of power feeder cables used for power transmission. Also,
higher voltage is another challenge with the transmission cable in hybrid- electric aircraft.
Paschen’s Law represents that the drop voltage of air is much lower at the cruise altitudes (lowpressure levels). The power feeder cable mainly needs to use high-voltage insulation to prevent
arching between cables and contacts. Also, there are four types of wires, two of which are made
of nickel-plated aluminum, and two made of copper plated aluminum. The plated aluminum
types are better than the plated copper because they provide the smallest weight and acceptable
resistance23, and Ohm’s law is all about selecting the lower resistance to reduce drop voltage.
That said, increasing the size of the wire also reduces the resistance of the wire, but increases the
weight.
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Table 6
Power Feeder Cables 21,22.

Type

Construction

Maximum

Maximum

Resistance at 20°C

Weight (g/m)

Applications

AWG

Designed for

0000

(68°F) (Ohms/km)
ASNE

A conductor

0.29

370

0438 YV

made of nickel

general

plated aluminum

purpose
aircraft wiring
applications.

NSA 935

A conductor

0.20

1200

Designed for

131 - EN

nickel plated

general

2854-003

copper

purpose

0000

aircraft wiring
applications.
ESW

A conductor

1000-010

made of nickel

engine power

plated copper

feeder cable

SP 799

A Conductor

0.20

1270

0.29

470

Made of Nickel

Use of Aero-

Engine power
feeder cable

Plated
Aluminum
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0000

0000

In this paper, there are two types of aircraft: a large model and a small model. Selecting
the SP 799 for the first type means needing the highest voltage carried. As represented in
, the SP 799 cable provides the high voltage in the Qualification test21,22. For this reason, the SP
799 has been selected for the first model of aircraft, not the ASNE 0438 YV. This results in an
increase in size, because the most significant size decreases the voltage drop and heating. but
increases maximum weight 24. The wingspan of this model is around 64 m and the total weight
will be around 30 kg. The small aircraft uses the ASNE 0438 YV model because it holds less
voltage and less weight than the large aircraft model. The wingspan of the small aircraft is
around 21 m, therefore the total weight will be around 8 kg25.
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Table 7
Qualification Test of SP 799 Cable 21,22
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IV. RESULTS
The turbo-generator and the battery bank were tested for three flight profiles. These flight
profiles were done by simulating the turbo-generator model with the battery bank model in
Simulink using flight mission data and power demands as the time-dependent boundary
conditions.
Flight Profile 1: Baseline
A flight mission from John F. Kennedy International Airport to Istanbul Ataturk Airport
was simulated, with a flight duration time of ten hours and sixteen minutes, from previous work
for NASA with Cranefield University5. The distance is 4,335 nm between the two cities. All
figures and data that are used in this mission are represented below in the appendix.
Figure 16 represents the altitude and Mach number of the flight profile 1 (Baseline). It
should be noted that the flight profile data are collected from flight mission of B777-200. The
data are adopted with the assumptions from the previous work5.
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Figure 16. Flight profile 1: Baseline (Mach number with altitude) vs. time mission.

Figure 17 shows the result of two turbo-generators (TG ) for the flight profile 1
(baseline). The red line represents the power demand and the black line represents the power
generated. As shown in Figure 17, the maximum power that is created for the aircraft is 70 MW
from two turbo-generator engines at the time of take-off. The aircraft begins the flight with the
maximum payload (i.e., 300 passengers, a full cargo, and full fuel tanks), and the maximum
power is used during landing for reverse thrusting to support the brake system of the aircraft on
the runway. There is a drop in the power during the mid-portion (the cruise) of the flight mission
because the aircraft needs less power at higher altitudes. The first cruise during the mission
started after 20 minutes in the climb to reach 33,000 feet Then, after 266 minutes at this altitude,
there is another climb from 33,000 feet to 37,000 feet. It is evident that with the maneuver from
33,000 feet to 37,000, there is less power needed for flight. Then, the aircraft is in flight for 257
minutes at 37,000 feet before starting to approach the descent and landing time.
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Figure 17. Power generated by turbo-generated model vs. time mission
Figure 18 shows the fuel flow rate to the TG during flight. As shown in Figure 6, the
controller manipulates the fuel flow in the model to reach the power demand of the aircraft.
Figure 18 shows that there is an increase in the fuel flow when the power is increased.
Additionally, it should be noted that the value of the fuel flow is dropped during the flight
mission because as shown in Figure 17, the aircraft needed less power during the flight at
altitude 37,000 feet. Finally, it increases when the aircraft approaches the landing.
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Figure 18. Specified fuel mass flow rate vs. time mission.
Figure 19 represents the fuel tank mass. Equations 28, which is based on the conservation
of mass, provides the total mass of fuel in the tank. Figure 19 shows that the fuel mass in the tank
is decreased during the flight mission. The aircraft consumes around 45,000 kg of the fuel mass
in the tanks during this flight profile, which is around 14,700 U.S. gallons (55,700 liters). It also
burns 5,480 liters per hour. In addition, it uses less than the reference aircraft (Boeing 777-200),
which used around 23,000 US gallons for ten hours, and burned 8,292 liters per hour for 301
passengers6.
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Figure 19. Fuel tanks mass vs. time mission
Figure 20 represents the compressor outlet temperature throughout the flight profile. As
shown in Figure 9, state 2 represents the compressor exit and uses Equations 12 to record the
value of T2 during the flight mission. Figure 20 depicts that the outlet temperatures are recorded
as higher values at take-off and landing because of using the maximum power.

Figure 20. Compressor outlet temperatures (T2). Time mission.
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Figure 21 shows the compressor outlet pressure during the flight mission. According to
Figure 22, there is a decrease in the pressure during the mission because the aircraft climbs from
altitude 33,000 feet to 37,000 feet.

Figure 21. Compressor outlet pressure (P2) vs. time mission

Next, the battery bank of electrical aircraft has been used to support the turbo-generator
model when the aircraft is in need of more power, and provide extra power for different parts of
the aircraft (i.e., electronic devices). An electrical aircraft needs the battery bank to have
sufficient energy when extra power is required to accelerate, as well as to have the ability to
accept increased power demand when braking.
Figure 22 shows the open circuit voltage of the battery bank. It represents the open circuit
voltage charging or discharging to estimate SOC for Lithium-ion cell by setting the open circuit
voltage of the battery between 3.7-3.8 volts to get a state of charge around 55%. Additionally,
Lithium-ion does not need to recharge completely. In fact, the best way of charging the battery is
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not to completely charge it because a high voltage will potentially damage the battery. Operating
at a lower SOC and voltage will protect the battery bank, increasing life. In other words,
Lithium-ion operates safely and securely within the chosen operating voltages.

(A)

(B)
Figure 22. Open current voltage of the battery bank vs. time mission
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Figure 23 shows the SOC of the battery bank during charge or discharge periods during
the flight mission. It should be noted that there is discharge on the battery bank during the takeoff because the aircraft requires more power than provided by the TG. The initial SOC is 0%,
and after the take-off, there is a charging period to the battery bank to return the battery bank to
its nominal SOC, which is around 55%. The SOC setting may be better at different values at
achieving other objectives such as energy optimization, but this was not considered here.

(A)

(B)
Figure 23. State of charge (SOC) battery bank vs. time mission.
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Figure 24 represents the power out from the battery bank that helps the turbo-generator
meet the power demand of the flight mission. This power is produced to support the general
power from the turbo-generator, which is moving the power to the motor-driven fans. During the
cruise, the aircraft realized there is no need for more power during this task. As shown in Figure
23, if the SOC is held constant at 55%, then the power net from the battery will be zero. Figure
24 shows that the battery bank will be charged to support the TG power in the take-off segment.
The positive signal represents the power in (charge) in the battery bank, and the negative signal
represents the power out (discharge) from the battery bank which is maximum power 2MW.
Finally, it should be known that the power from the battery bank after the take-off could be used
in different parts of the aircraft, such as electronic devices in cockpit or cabin, because no more
power battery bank is needed.

(A)
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(B)
Figure 24. Power net of battery bank vs. time mission.
The battery bank includes battery packs built for this model by using 10-A.h cells joined
in a series. As shown in Figure 14, they use air-cooling for the battery module18. The pack
module is a 6.4 kg, and the dimensions are 23.9 cm × 15.3 cm × 14.3 cm (volume = 5.2 L). This
module provides a high power of 40 kw. The maximum weight of the module is 38.4 kg plus 1.4
kg for the case and control module for a total of 40 kg with a maximum volume of 32L. This
model of the battery bank uses 50 modules that provides a maximum power of 2 MW to the
aircraft.
Figure 25 presents the estimation weight of the system: the blue area represents the fuel
tank mass, which is 60,000 kg, the orange area represents the TG model and each one is 2,300
kg, the gray area represents the transmission cable, which is 3,000 kg, and the yellow area
represents the battery bank, which is 2,000 kg.
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Figure 25. Estimate weight of the system.

Flight Profile 2: Maneuver
It is predicted that the airplane faced changes in the flight profile because of changes in
weather. This factor led the aircraft to change altitude and speed, which is affected by some
parameters of the model (i.e., power generated, fuel flow, and battery bank performance).
Figure 26 shows the same flight mission of the first profile (i.e., time and distance), but the
altitude and speed of the aircraft were varied. In this figure, there is a change in the flight profile
because a weather change is assumed, such as a storm. Figure 26 shows that the aircraft has
changed the speed and the altitude to avoid weather problem. The orange line represents the
Mach number, and the blue line represents the altitude. It was in flight for an hour and thirty-six
minutes at 33,000 feet before it faced a weather problem that caused it to go down and fly at
15,000 feet for fifteen minutes. Then it was back at altitude 33,000 feet until approaching the
landing segment. Figure 26 presents the change in the model parameters for this flight profile.
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Figure 26. Flight profile 2: maneuver (Mach number with altitude) vs. time mission.

Figure 27 represents the power result of the TG model second profile (maneuver) to reach
the requirements of the flight mission. The red line represents the power demand, and the black
line represents the power generated. As shown in Figure 27, the power generated is changed
according to the new speed and the altitude. The maximum power is 70 MW on the take-off and
landing segment. It should be noted that there is an increase in power generated during the flight
mission. As shown in Figure 26, the aircraft goes from 33,000 feet cruise to 15,000 feet. After
the cruise flight at 33,000 feet for one hour and thirty-six minutes, it is flown at 15,000 feet for
fifteen minutes. Then, the power demand increased and the power from the TG increased, which
affects the fuel mass residual in the tank and the battery bank performance.
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Figure 27. Power generated by one turbo-generated vs. time mission.

Figure 28 represents the fuel flow rate and the fuel flow consumed by the TGs; there is a
dramatic change in the fuel flow rate during flight. There is an increase when the power
generated is increased and there is a decrease when the power generated decreased during the
flight mission. As shown in Figure 6, the controller manipulates the fuel flow to generate power
from the TG model to reach the power demand that is needed during the flight mission.
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Figure 28. Specified fuel flow vs. time mission.

Figure 29 represents the residual fuel mass in the tank during the flight profile. As shown
in Equation 28, the fuel tank model is based on conservation of mass and provides the total mass
of fuel remaining in the fuel tank at any point in time for the flight. It should be noted that in this
flight profile (maneuver), the mass of fuel remaining in the fuel tank is much less than the first
profile in Figure 19 because this flight profile experiences a change in altitude and speed in the
middle of the flight. This change results in the use of more fuel flow in the model to generate
power that reaches the power demand of the aircraft. The aircraft consumes around 59,900 kg of
the fuel mass in the tanks during this flight, which is around 19,300 U.S. gallons (73,000 litters).
Only 100 kg is left in the tank after landing.
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Figure 29. Fuel tanks mass vs. time mission.

Figures 30 and 31 represent the performance of charging and discharging of the battery
bank. The discharging happens when the aircraft needs more power demanded than power
generated. The charging happens when the aircraft realizes there is no more power needed from
the battery bank during the flight mission. Then, the battery bank will be maintained at a set SOC
during steady-state portions of the flight. It should be noted that the charging time happens at
cruise segment because the aircraft does not need maximum power at cruise. The SOC is around
55% for the whole mission.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 30. Open current voltage of the battery bank vs. time mission.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 31. State of charge battery bank vs. time mission.

Figure 32 shows the power net of the battery bank through the flight mission. It should be
noted that the maximum power from the battery bank in this mission is around 2MW, which will
be provided to the aircraft at the take-off and the landing segment. The positive signal in the
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portion represents the charge of the battery bank. As shown in Figure 32, there is a negative
signal from the battery throughout the mission that happened because the aircraft is discharging
the battery bank at cruise flight. The zero-signal is present when the SOC is on 55% during the
mission.

(A)

(B)
Figure 32. Power net of the battery bank vs. time mission.
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The two cases above have already been completed, but there are some challenges that are
faced the designed model (i.e., the high-power demand, high losses in power generated, and a
significant weight of components). All these factors lead to a prediction that a small aircraft
could avoid these challenges.
Flight Profile 3: Regional Aircraft
For this case, the power system of a small regional aircraft is modeled and simulated.
This model avoids most of the challenges (i.e., the high-power demand, high losses in power
generated, and significant weight of components) of the previous two cases. Therefore, the
general model of a large aircraft long flight is resized to a small aircraft short flight. CRJ-200 is
chosen as a reference model; it capable of transporting 50 passengers and can fly for 2 hours,
which is a short flight. This aircraft has been used for domestic or short regional flights. It has
one TG which supplies power to the motors for the fans to produce the thrust. Figure 33 shows
the new flight mission; it uses data from reference model CRJ-200 with some data that is related
to the N3-X model from previous work presented in the Appendix. Figure 32 represents an
altitude and Mach number profile for the two-hour regional flight mission. The cruise altitude is
initially at 33,000 feet for 37 minutes, before moving to 37,000 feet for another 37 minutes.
Finally, the aircraft arrives at the destination after 2 hours. The maximum speed of the aircraft is
0.8 Mach in the cruise segments25. The aircraft spends approximately six minutes landing.
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Figure 33. Flight profile 3: Regional Aircraft (altitude and Mach) vs. time mission.

Only one TG is required for this aircraft. This will help to reduce the weight of the TG
parts (i.e. transmission line, and battery pack) because the power demand that is required to
produce thrust from the fans in this aircraft is much less than the previous two cases.
Figure 34 shows the result of the power generated from one TG model with the power demand.
The maximum power is 11.6MW. Additionally, the power generated will be maximum in the
take-off segment, and less during the cruise and climb sections.
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Figure 34. Power generated with power required vs. time mission.

Figure 35 represents the specified fuel flow rate; it shows the fuel flow during the flight,
which is increased when the power generated is increased, and decreased when the power is
decreased during the flight mission. As shown in Figure 6, the controller manipulates the fuel
flow rate to generate power from the TG model to reach the power demand of the aircraft that is
needed during the flight mission.

Figure 35. Specified fuel flow rate vs. time mission.
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Figure 36 represents the residual fuel mass in the tank during the flight profile. Equation
28, based on conservation of mass to create a model of the tank, provides the total mass of fuel
remaining in fuel tanks during the time of the flight mission. The total used fuel tank mass of this
mission will be around 900 U.S. gallons, which is 3,400 liters (2,750 kg).
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Figure 36. Fuel tank mass vs. time mission.

Finally, the battery bank performance for this case will be the lowest in all cases. Figure
37 shows that the battery bank provides maximum power around 0.4 MW. As shown in Figure
24 and Figure 32, the battery bank was provided maximum power around 2 MW. Therefore, it is
an acceptable ratio because the first case transported 301 passengers, but this case transported
around 50 passengers. Also, the power generated from the turbo-generator of the first case is
around a 70 MW and for this case it is around 12 MW. As shown in Figure 37, the power from
the battery bank supported the turbo-generator for the third flight profile when needed. Also, the
maximum power from the battery bank will be used during takeoff. In cruise, the power will be
zero because no more power is needed for this task and the aircraft holds the SOC at 50%.
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(A)

(B)
Figure 37. Power out of the battery bank and SOC vs. time mission.
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V. CONCLUSION
An aircraft power system model was developed using MATLAB/ SIMULINK. The
integrated transient system model included a battery bank and power system controller. This
model was developed to create a foundation for a TeDP system and hybrid electric architecture
vehicle. The power system is responsible for providing power for motors that are driving the
fourteen fans to produce the thrust of the aircraft. The model includes a control system which
manipulates the fuel flow in the model, depending on the power demand of the aircraft. This
model was exercised by analyzing three flight profiles and two different types of aircraft (i.e., a
baseline aircraft Boeing 777 class and a regional aircraft).
Previous hybrid electric aircraft studies have focused on using HTS, a technology that
reduces the losses in the transmission cables because of heating and distance9. The power, which
is translated from the generator to the motors of fans and charging batteries, is very large for an
aircraft. Therefore, the HTS is used to reduce losses in transmission lines. However, there are
several challenges about using the HTS, such as the weight and complexity of the cryogenic
cooling system. And the superconducting transmission lines have not yet been developed for this
application. Therefore, the approach in this work assumes conventional transmission cables,
which is a conductor made of nickel-plated aluminum. The two types of cable feeder lines are
the SP799 for the first two studies, and ASNE 0438 YV for the last study. A foundation for
performing transient analysis of a hybrid electric aircraft while tracking mass estimates of the
systems has been developed.
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Three flight profiles were investigated with this model framework. Two were with the
N3-X aircraft model, which is based on previous work from NASA and Cranefield University.
These missions tested the model with long-range flights, from John F. Kennedy International to
Istanbul Ataturk Airport. The power system model is designed with standard DC generator
components and conventional transmission cables.The battery used in this model is a Lithiumion battery. This battery is very efficient with high power and energy density and useful for the
future of the hybrid electric aircraft. The result demonstrated that the power system model
captured the transient behavior. Additionally, the model flexibility was shown through the
second case of the flight mission when the speed and the altitude of the aircraft changed over the
mission. The battery bank model shows the ability to support the aircraft power when needed
during the flight mission to provide the required power demand.
A regional aircraft with 50 passengers for a two hours flight profile was analyzed. It used
one turbo-generator to drive three motors using fans to produce the thrust. The results of this
analysis show that the modeling and simulation tools developed are scalable to many classes of
aircraft.
Overall, the future of the aircraft may rely on electric propulsion, and this research could
be helpful for understanding the transient behavior of the integrated technologies, which have
never been used in this type of aerospace application. The power system model developed in this
thesis will be a good basis for future research on the next generation of hybrid electric aircraft.
Future Work
Figure 38 presents the future work for this study. Other efforts are focused on the
airframe model, which is responsible for connecting all these systems. The propulsion system
has been done in another effort as well.
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Figure 38. Framework.

To simplify the aircraft modeling approach, the pilot or auto pilot moves throttle to
produce the thrust required for the flight profile, which sends a signal to the propulsion system
containing the fans that produce the thrust required. The fans send signal to the motor about the
power required for that thrust, the motor sends signal to the power system model which is turbogenerator engine, and the TG generates the power for the mission by using the fuel from the
tanks. Lastly, the fuel system sends a signal to the aircraft about the fuel mass remaining in the
tank, and that leads an aircraft gross weight altering the lift required to maintain speed and
altitude.
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VI. APPENDIX A
VII. FLIGHT MISSION DATA
Table 8 shows all the data from Figure 16 and Figure 26. These data are collected by
using real flight adapted with previous work about the N3-X model as represented in the figures
below.
Time
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
53.4
97.4
142.2
186.6
231
275.4
319.8
364.2
408.6
453
497.4
541.8
586.2
630.6
675
719.4
763.8
808.2

Alt.
0
15
35
200
400
800
1200
1500
5000
8000
12000
15000
16000
17000
18000
20000
21000
22000
23000
24000
24500
25000
26000
27100
28000
28900

M
0.1
0.15
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.39
0.43
0.46
0.49
0.52
0.54
0.57
0.58
0.59
0.6
0.61
0.62
0.63
0.64
0.65
0.67
0.68
0.69
0.7
0.71
0.71

Total Time
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
1 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins

Performance
Runway
Runway
Total time 10 hrs. and16 mins
Runway
Runway
Runway
Runway
Runway
Runway
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
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825.6
897
941.4
985.8
1030.2
1074.6
1119
1163.4
1207.8
1252.2
2480
3708
4936
6164
7392
8620
9848
11076
12304
13532
14760
15988
17216
17444
17672
17900
18128
18356
20558
22760
24962
27164
29366
31568
33770
33911.2
34052.4
34193.6
34334.8
34476
34617.2
34758.4
34899.6

29700
30100
30500
30777
30940
31300
31740
31980
32400
32888
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33000
33500
34000
34500
35000
36000
37000
37000
37000
37000
37000
37000
37000
36500
36000
35500
35000
34500
34000
33000
31000

0.72
0.73
0.74
0.75
0.76
0.77
0.78
0.79
0.8
0.81
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.82
0.825
0.8255
0.83
0.835
0.84
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.83
0.825
0.825
0.825
0.82
0.82
0.78

20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
20 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
266 mins
19 mins
19 mins
19 mins
19 mins
19 mins
257 mins
257 mins
257 mins
257 mins
257 mins
257 mins
257 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins

Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Climb
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Cruise
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
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35040.8
35182
35323.2
35464.4
35605.6
35746.8
35888
36029.2
36170.4
36260.4
36350.4
36440.4
36530

29000
27000
25000
19000
17000
15000
11000
7000
5000
3000
1600
500
0

0.75
0.73
0.71
0.7
0.68
0.65
0.6
0.58
0.55
0.5
0.45
0.4
0.35

40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
40 mins
6 mins
6 mins
6 mins
6 mins

Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Decent
Landing
Landing
Landing
Landing
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VIII. APPENDIX B
IX. PERFORMANCE DATA

Figure 39. After-take-off climb performance. 5

Figure 40. NASA N3-X route climb performance.5

Figure 41. NASA N3-X route descent performance.5
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Figure 42 NASA N3-X TMA whole mission5.

Figure 43 Power demand for N3-X

Figure 43 represents the data of the power demand that is required for N3-X model of one TG
from NASA with Cranefield University5.
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